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Public Security
After the September 11 attacks in America, many countries changed their national security perceptions and conducted
systematic studies, founded corporate facilities and initiated policies related to public safety for the homeland defense.
It rises to the surface that security does not have one single dimension, it concerns the whole of society and has to be
addressed with an integrative structure. In our country, some activities are also carried out in this area.
The organization is planned to be a platform where all matters relating to Public Safety are discussed in a broad manner with
all the stakeholders. In this context, the fair aims to bring together firms and visitors under the following headings.

As the sub-headings of public safety;
• Border Security,
• Cyber Security,
• Citizenship and Immigration
• Civil Rights and Civil Liberties,
• Economic Security,
• Anti-Terrorism
• Human Trafficking
• Logistics Security

Cyber Security
Our daily lives, economic vitality and national security depends on the stable, reliable and quickly adaptable cyberspace. We
depend on these cyberspace and network to communicate, to travel, and to have access to energy in our homes, to grow our
economy and to provide public services.
However, cyber interference and attacks increased dramatically in recent years, access to the business world and the personal
information can block critical operations and economically serious cost may lead.
In the Trade cyber security issues will be discussed in particular and the cyber security stakeholders will be brought together.

As the sub-title of Cyber Security:
• Cyber Security of the network,
• Cyber Warfare Foundation,
• Cyber Crime,
• Security of Personal Information,
• Secure Internet topics

EMEA Security Conference
The region's most effective security conference will host very valuable speakers in Turkey and commercial and information
exchange will be held at the maximum level. It is an organization that is carried out with the support of ISSA (International
Social Security Association).

Expected participation and advices:
• Public Safety Managers, Intelligence,
• Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Transport Authorities,
• Active institutions and organizations in this field,
• Public safety officials from guest countries,
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Safe Cities
54% of the global population lives in cities. This rate was 34% in 1960 and each year approximately 1 million
people migrate to cities according to United Nations data. This shows clearly that in the 21st century safety of the
cities will be in the center of the human security.
Security has become a part of our daily lives and city managers are required to provide citizens to go to work in a
safe environment, to send their children to educational institutions and to perform social activities in security.
In particular, nowadays it has become more important that the Metropolitan city infrastructure security problems
such as energy supply and transportation affect millions of people's lives and cause billions of pounds financial
loss.
In addition, in 2011 Frost & Sullivan has expressed that in the next 10 years one of the rising five major megatrends
will be the security sector in cities in the report titled as "The Build Up of Safe Cities - The Emerging Market for
Defence and Security Players". Furthermore, Frost & Sullivan define Safe Cities as " cities that has the capacity for
determination and intervention in accordance with the infrastructure of the city to improve public safety and
welfare.
City authorities are under great pressure with regard to coping with general, expected and unexpected security
threats. Minimization of hazards such as compensating the security threats or disaster management plannings
and ensuring the continuity of business brings the local authorities among the most important actors in the
development of national security.
Eurasian Traffic and Safety Fair which is built on three main areas (Safe Cities, Traffic Management and Safety, Public
Safety) will bring together government authorities and officials, companies, institutions and organizations operating in security area.

PARTICIPANTS

SOME TOPICS ARE

• Municipalities
• Provinces
• City Council
• Local and National City Authority
• Police and Transport Authority
• Fire and Disaster Management Authorities
• Interior Ministry
• Ministry of Transportation
• Public Security Undersecretariat
• Guest Mayor of the country, Police Chief
• Transportation Safety Authorities
• Private Sector Representatives
• International Companies
• Large Groups
• IT Sector
• Banking Sector

• City Security
• Transportation Security
• Safe Life
• Disaster Management
• Energy Security

